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SUBJECT: Directorate for Engineering Position on the Preliminary Airworthiness
Evaluation of the OR-58C with 3-Axis Stability Control Augumentation
System and Improved Tail Rotor System, USAAEFA Project Number 83-15

SEE DISTRIBUTION

1. The purpose of this letter is to establish the Directorate for Engineering
position on the subject report. The objective of the Preliminary Airworthiness
Evaluation (PAE) was to determine the handling qualities characteristics of an
OH-58C with a 3-Axis Stability Control Augumentation System (SCAS) and an
improved tail rotor system Installed. The PAE was initiated to evaluate poten-
tial corrections to the of OH-58C series helicopter loss of tail rotor effective-
ness experienced by operational units. Basically, the subject report
substantiates that the overall handling qualities of the OH-58C equipped with a
3-axis digital SCAS were improved. It should also be noted that the overall
handling qualities of the OH-58C with the 3-axis SCAS and standard tail rotor
were improved. The combination of the SCAS and the improved tail rotor
installed in the OH-58C resulted in significantly improved handling qualities
characteristics as compared to the standard configuration and effectively elimi-
nated previously identified deficiencies.

2. This Directorate agrees with the report Conclusions and Recommendations,
except as indicated below. Also, additional comments are provided and are
applicable to the report paragraphs as indicated.

a. Paragraph 48a. While excessive pitch, roll and yaw attitude oscilla-
tions are reported as a deficiency with the 3-axis SCAS only and standard tail
rotor, the pilot workload was reduced.

b. Paragraph 48b. The excessive pitch, roll and yaw attitude oscillations
in left sideward flight with the imyroved tail rotor and SCAS off were reported
as a deficiency. We disagree with this conclusion since SCAS off flight is a
degraded mode.

c. Paragraph 49a. The excessive vibration levels at airspeeds greater than
90 KCAS with power settings greater than 270 SHP is a correct observation.
However, it is not considered a shortcoming since a non-standard uprated
transmission was used and the contractor recommended not to exceed the airspeed
and power conditions for this prototype OH-58C configuration. Incorporation of
the uprated transmission would result in restricting the airspeed and power in
the Operator's Manual to below 90 KCAS and 270 SHP respectively.
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AMSAV-E
SUBJECT: Directorate for Engineering Position on the Preliminary Airworthiness

Evaluation of the OH-58C with 3-Axis Stability Control Augumentation
System and Improved Tail Potor System, USAAEFA Project Number 83-15

d. Paragraph 49b. The annoying attitude oscillations are considered a
shortcoming, however, this condition occurs when the SCAS is saturated.
Otherwise, the condition is satisfactory.

e. Paragraph 49d. The degraded short term rate damping characteristics
during steady turns is considered a shortcoming, however, the condition occurs
when the SCAS is saturated. Otherwise, the condition is satisfactory.

f. Paragraph 49g. The lack of a directional' control force gradient is not
considered to be a shortcoming since there was no specification requirement for
it in the standard OH-58C. This should be a suggested improvement.

g. Paragraph 50a and 50b. Since there was no specification compliance
requirements for the specific noncompliance items listed, they should be disre-
garded. The PAE was conducted using specification MIL-H-8501A as a guide only
and not as a requirement.

h. Paragraph 51. The purpose of the PAE was to evaluate the OH-58C
handling qualities characteristics with the 3-axis SCAS and with and without the
improved tail rotor. As indicated in the report, the incorporation of the SCAS
and improved tail rotor together eliminated the excessive attitude oscillations.
Consequently, the recommendations to correct the deficiencies are inconsistent
with the test results. The recommendations should be to incorporate the 3-axis
SCAS and improved tail rotor to eliminate the basic OH-58C deficiencies.

3. The PAE substantiated that the combination of the 3-axis SCAS and improved
tail rotor system significantly improved the OH-58C handling qualities overall
and eliminated the deficient excessive pitch, roll and yaw oscillations exhi-
bited in left sideward flight. A Product Improvement Program (PIP) was ini-
tiated and Engineering Change Proposals (ECPs) OH-58-252 and OH-58-256 were
submitted to the US Army by Bell Helicopter Textron, Inc. (BHTI) which provide
for the retrofit of the OH-58C with the 3-axis SCAS and the improved tail rotor.

FOR THE (OMMANDER:

RONALD E.* GORMONT
Acting Director of Engineering
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INTRODUCTION

BACKGROUND

1. During the type classification In-Progress Review (IPR) for
the OH-58C, the deficiencies of the OH-58C were reiterated. One
recommendation of the IPR was to qualify an improved tail rotor

and stability augmentation system on the OH-58C to correct
previously identified problems. Such a program was established

in September 1981. Contractor test efforts progressed to the p
point that a Preliminary Airworthiness Evaluation (PAE) was

scheduled. The US Army Aviation Research and Development Command
(AVRADCOM) tasked the US Army Aviation Engineering Flight
Activity (USAAEFA) to conduct this PAE (app A, ref 1). The
USAAEFA forwarded a test plan to AVRADCOM on 10 June 1983 (ref 2).
This test plan was approved on 16 June 1983 (ref 3). The tests p
were conducted between 20 June and 22 July 1983 and briefed to
AVRADCr'. on 25 August 1983. The test results briefed, prompted
a request from the OH-58 loss of tail rotor effectiveness joint
US Army Training and Doctrine Command/Development and Readiness
Command Special Study Group to ask for additional follow-on

testing. USAAEFA was further tasked by AVRADCOM (ref 4) to .
conduct additional flight tests and the supplemental test plan
(ref 5) was forwarded to AVRADCOM on 16 August and approved
(ref 6) on 31 August 1983.

TEST OBJECTIVES

2. The combined objectives of the tests were: a. Conduct test-
ing to determine handling qualities characteristics of an OH-58C
with a 3-Axis Stability and Control Augmentation System with and
without the Improved Tail Rotor System.

b. Measure out-of-ground effect (OGE) hover power required
with both standard and improved tail rotors.

c. Evaluate transient tail rotor power with both tail rotors
utilizing T63-A-720 power available and by adjusting the fuel
control to limit power to that available from the T63-A-700. I

d. Evaluate low speed flight characteristics with the
standard tail rotor and the SCAS both operative and inoperative.

DESCRIPTION

3. The OH-58C helicopter is a modification of the OH-58A built
by Bell Helicopter Textron (BHT), Fort Worth, Texas. The OH-58C
has a single two-bladed, semi-rigid, teetering-type main rotor

• .7
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and a single two-bladed, delta-hinged, semi-rigid, teetering-type
tall rotor. The design gross weight (maximum gross weight) of
the helicopter is 3200 pounds. The aircraft is powered by an
Allison T63-A-720 engine with an uninstalled intermediate rating
(30 minute) of 420 shaft horsepower (shp) at standard sea level
conditions. The test aircraft, serial number 68-16850, was
configured with a main rotor transmission rated at 335 shp con-
tinuous, which was an increase from the standard OH-58C transmis-
sion rated at 317 shp for five minutes and 270 shp continuous.
This aircraft was also configured with hydromechanically-boosted
flight controls in all three axes (OH-58C standard configuration
does not have boosted directional control). The tail rotor drive
shafting aft of the oil cooler fan drive shaft was replaced with
BHT model 206L-3 components to include the tail rotor gearbox.
The improved tail rotor drive system was rated at 81 shp contin-
uous and 130 shp transient. Portions of these tests were flown
with an improved 65 inch diameter tail rotor and other portions
were flown with the standard 62 inch diameter tail rotor. All
tests were flown with a main rotor tip cap modification which
removed the last 1 1/2 inch from the tip cap to accommodate the . -
larger diameter tail rotor. A three-axis digital Stability and
Control Augmentation System (SCAS) was installed. A detailed
description of the OF-58C is contained in the operator's
manual (app A, ref 7) and modifications to the standard aircraft
are discussed in appendix R.

TEST SCOPE

4. The U1SAAEFA evaluation was conducted in two parts. The first
part primarily evaluated the 3-axis SCAS and improved tail rotor -

during the period 20 June to 22 July 1983. This portion consisted
of 32 flights and 20.1 productive flight test hours at the
Arlington, Texas test site (elevation 630 feet) and 36 flights and
17.5 productive flight test hours at the Leadville, Colorado high
altitude test site (elevation 9927 feet). The additional follow-on
testing, which was requested by the 011-58 loss of tail rotor
effectiveness Joint Special Study Group, primarily evaluated the
handling qualities of the aircraft equipped with the standard

tail rotor and 3-axis SCAS and determined the difference in
power required between the standard and improved tail rotor
installations. This portion was conducted between 1 September " -

and II September 1983. During this time period, 4 flights and
1.2 productive test hours were flown at the Arlington, Texas
test site and 17 flights and 5.4 productive flight test hours -

were flown at the Alamosa, Colorado test site (elevation -"

7535 Feet). BHT provided and maintained the aircraft and test
Instrumentation, and processed the test data. Many combinations

2
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of yaw SCAS gains were flown, but only data for the final config-
uration are presented in this report. Testing was accomplished
within the constraints of the operator's manual and the airworthi- I
ness releases (refs 8 and 9, app A). Handling qualities were .". -

evaluated using MIL-H-8501 A (ref 10, app A) as a guide. Test .

conditions are presented in table 1.

TEST METHODOLOGY |

5. Flight test data were recorded on magnetic tape by an
on-board BHT instrumentation package (app C). Established flight
test techniques were used (ref 11 and 12). The test methods and
data analysis are briefly discussed in appendix D. A Handling
Oualities Rating Scale (HORS) (fig. 1, app D) was used to augment I
pilot comments relative to handling qualities. A Vibration Rating

Scale (VRS) (fig. 2, app D) was used to augment pilot comments
relative to vibrations. Pilot comments were recorded on cockpit
data cards and a cockpit voice recorder.

a.

3o
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Table 1. Test Conditions
1

"I I I I

I Average I Average Average

Gross LongitudinalI Density i Trim
Weight CC Altitude Airspeed

Test (Ib) (in.) p (ft) (KCAS) Remarks
- II I 4 I I i

3270 to 109.2 (MID) 8380 0 i Standard tail rotor
I 2630 iL

Hover Performance 3230 to 109.1 (MID) I 8850 0 Improved tail rotor
26504 } _____-'

Control Positions 3270 107.4 (FWD) 5100 35 - 105 Level Flight
in Trimmed Foward 3020 ll1.8 (AFT) 5400 I 34 - 107

Plight and 3170 111.2 (AFT) 5200 j 42 - 108 Max Power Climb
Vibrations ________[_"."

Static Lateral- i i 5740 40, 60, 90 Level Flight
Directional 2970 111.8 (AFT) 7230 60, 90 Climbs
S tabili ty 4 _ 8000 1 60 Au toro tation

I I Left and Right
*Maneuvering Stability 1 2960 111.8 (AFT) 1 5000 1 90 Steady Turns,

I I I Symmetrical pull-ups I

I ____ _ I and Pushovers I
1 3220 107.5 (FVD) I 2160 0 Hover Control Pulses

Dynamic Stability 1 2920 111.8 (AFT) I 2550 1 60 4 Climb i Doublets and
1 2960 111.8 (AFT) 5070 1 90 Level i Releases from
LI I I ISHSS2

2980 111.8 (AFT) 1850 I 0 Hover i Control inputs I4 L II in 3 axis

2960 111.8 (AFT) 5000 90 Level Control inputs in I
I _ _ _ J j t pitch and roll

31)20 111.8 (AFT) 16002 O0 Hover i Yaw only "
Contr,)llability t 3000 106.6 (FWD) ! I 0 0 Hover Yaw only. 10 ft

I ____ I I I skid height
1 3150 107.1 (FWD) 1 2020 0 1 Hover I Yaw only. Standard 1

! 1i I I tail rotor I
3(40 107.4 (FWD) 9220 0 Hover I Yaw only. Standard

I I __ _ I Itail rotor
Left D lrec tional I I I II

'Controllability in 1 3010 j 111.0 (AFT) 1 8700 1 0 1 Standard tail rotor I
I Right Sideward 3020 110.4 (AFT) 1 4030 1 0 1 Improved tail rotor
I Flight _ 1. 4
I Simtlated Engine ._2980 111.8 (AFT) L 4200 60, 90 £ Max power climb

Failures (S'AS on i 2950 111.8 (AFT) 4200 118 Dive to VNE at maximum I
and off) I torque

2490 I 111.8 (AFT) 1200 0 i Hover F Failures induced
Simulated SCAS I 2480 111.8 (AFT) I 5300 60, 90 Level from trim and with

Failures 2470 111.8 (AFT) I 4800 118 Dive SCAS actuators
.' I I 4 satur

a
ted I

I I Improved tail rotor, 10 ft
F Iskid height, SCAS ON.

3220 F 107.3 (FWD) 1910 Azimuths of 0, 90', 10 -,
I I 120, 1500, 190', 210, 225 I

-- I 240% 270%

SI Improved tail rotor 10 ft
" F F F skid height, SCAS ON.

3010 1 106.1 (FWD) I 10,800 F 0-35 F Azimuths of 0, 90., 105,
F (0-40 1200, 1500, 1800, 2100

, 
2250,.

F" I Forward 2.0
o
, 270

o
.

F F and Right) Improved tall rotor SCAS ON-j
31,10 1106.5 (FWD) I 1,020 1 OFF workload comparison flown.

F F at azimuths of 0., 90, 105°,.
F I I F 225%, 2700.

Low Speed Flight F Improved tail rotor SCAS ON/

1 3040 107.4 (FWD) F 4740 F 1 OFF Comparison flown at
I F azimuths ot 90, 270.

F i I Standard tall rotor SCAS ON/ I
3200 F 107.2 (FWD) F 1840 1 OFF workload comparison flown

" F F I II at azimuths of 90", 1800,
F I 0-35 F 2250 2700

S F F iStandard tail rotor SCAS ON/
F- 3050 F 107.3 (FtWD) 8900 F OFF workload comparison flownj

F I 1at azimuths of 90*, 180,

. I I F 225% 270.

NOTES:

ITesting accomplished at a rotor speed of 354 rpm and in the improved tail rotor configuration except as
otherwise noted.

2
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

GENERAL

6. Limited hover performance and handling qualities tests were
conducted on the OH-58C helicopter equipped with a 3-axis digital
SCAS, standard tail rotor and/or improved tail rotor. These tests
were conducted in two phases at Arlington, Texas (elevation 630
feet), Leadville, Colorado (elevation 9927 feet) and at Alamosa,
Colorado (elevation 7535 feet). At the conditions tested, the
hover performance results indicate that an additional 4 engine
shaft horsepower (shp) at light gross weight (2600 lb) and
3 engine shp at high gross weight (3200 lb) were required for
the improved tail rotor configuration as compared to the smaller
standard tail rotor configuration. With the improved tail rotor,
adequate directional control margins were available for sideward
and rearward flight out to the wind limits (35 KTAS sideward and
30 KTAS rearward) of the aircraft, at density altitudes up through
11,000 feet for a gross weight of 3,040 lb. The overall handling
qualities of the OH-58C helicopter equipped with a 3-axis digital
SCAS in either tail rotor configuration were significantly im-
proved over the unaugmented aircraft configuration. The combin-
ation of the SCAS and improved tail rotor reduced the standard

aircraft characteristic uncommanded pitch, roll and yaw attitude
oscillations in left sideward flight from an unacceptable to an
annoying magnitude. The combination of the SCAS and standard tail
rotor reduced the standard aircraft characteristic uncommanded

pitch, roll and yaw attitude oscillations, in left sideward
flight, but were still excessive. Two handling quality deficien-
cies were noted: 1) The excessive pitch, roll and yaw attitude
(-5 degree) oscillations in left sideward flight with a 3-axis

SCAS and standard tail rotor. 2) The excessive pitch, roll and
yaw attitude (±8 degree) oscillations in left sideward flight
with only an improved tail rotor (no SCAS). Seven shortcomings
were identified. The two most significant shortcomings are:
1) The excessive aircraft vibration levels at airspeeds greater

than 90 knots calibrated airspeed (KCAS) and power settings
greater than 270 shaft horsepower. 2) The annoying pitch, roll
and yaw attitude (±3 degrees) oscillations observed in left
sideward flight with the 3-axis SCAS and improved tail rotor.

PERFORMANCE

Hover Performance

7. Limited out-of-ground effect (OGE) hover performance data
were obtained for the OH-58C helicopter with the standard and
improved tail rotors. The tests were conducted at Alamosa,
Colorado using the free flight hover technique. Test results

5
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are presented in nondimensional, dimensional and referred formats
because of the different tall and main rotor diameters. Test
results are presented in figures I through 4, appendix E.

8. Figure 2 presents the total OCE hover power required versus
gross weight of the OH-58C with the standard and improved tail
rotor. At the lower gross weight (2600 pounds), with less total
power required (approximately 4 shp at the conditions tested)
the standard tail rotor installed than with the improved tail
rotor Installed. However, as gross weight was increased, the
difference in power required between the two tail rotors decreased
and at a gross weight of 3200 pounds the difference was approxi-
mately 3 shp. The difference in extra engine horsepower required
to hover with the improved tail rotor appears to be largely due
to the difference of the tail rotor power required between the
standard and improved tail rotors shown in figure 3.

q. Test results obtained from Final Report, -. SAAEFA Project
Number 76-11-2, Airworthiness and Flight Characteristics Eval-
(fation of the OH-58C (ref 13, app A), are also shown in figure 2.
Comparing the engine horsepower required results of the previous
011-58C with the current test results of the standard tail rotor,
indicates little difference in the power required to hover. In
the current configuration, hover power is slightly increased.
When considering the different test aircraft involved and the
range of data obtained, the difference is within the data scatter.
This indicates that the modified main rotor tip cap (para 7,

app B) has negligible effect on hover performance.

Tail Rotor Performance

10. Figure 3 also presents the tail rotor characteristics
with Increasing tail rotor thrust. Tail rotor thrust was computed
from main rotor torque with the assumptions stated in paragraph 8,
appendix D. For a given tail rotor thrust, the improved tail
rotor requires less pedal (0.6 inch) which equates to less tal I
rotor rlade angle (approximately 2.0 degrees). The tait rotor
power increases with the improved tail rotor is reflected in the
overall increase in power required to hover (para 8). Figure 4
shows the referred tail rotor thrust power characteristics.

I1I. Comparing the standard tail rotor with the improved tail
rotor during OGE hover shows that the improved tail rotor requires
more horsepower (approximately four referred shp more at low
gross weight and one more at high gross weight). However, sig-
nificant improvement in left directional pedal margins were
observed with the improved tail rotor (the pedal requirement
decreases by 0.6 inch and the tail rotor blade angle decreases
by 2.0 degrees).

6
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HANDLING OUALITIES -4

Control System Characteristics

12. The flight control system characteristics were evaluated with
rotors stationary, SCAS ON, and electrical and hydraulic power
applied to the helicopter. Control forces were measured using a
hand-held force gauge and were qualitatively verified in flight.
The flight control system characteristics measured with no adjust-
able friction applied are presented in figures 5 through 8,
appendix E. Typical flight control system characteristics with
friction adjusted to a comfortable level are shown in figures 9
through 11. The lateral and longitudinal cyclic control system
characteristics were essentially unchanged from the standard
OH-58C helicopter (ref 13, app A). The large trim control dis-
placement bands were similar to those of the standard OH-58C and
remain a shortcoming. The directional control system characteris-
tics were significantly changed from the standard OH-58C due to "-.

the installation of a hydraulic boost actuator required for the
three-axis SCAS. No force gradient or trim system was incorporated
in the directional controls. The control system characteristics
were satisfactory except for the lack of a directional control
force gradient, which is a shortcoming. The lack of a force
gradient system in the directional controls did not provide
positive self-centering and failed to meet the requirements of
paragraph 3.3.10 of MIL-H-8501A.

Control Positions in Trimmed Forward Flight

13. The control positions in trimmed level forward flight were
evaluated at the conditions listed in table I. The test results

are presented in figures 12 and 13, appendix E. The variation of I -

longitudinal control position was in the conventional direction in
that increasing forward control was required to trim at increased
airspeed. The variation of longitudinal control position with air-
speed at an aft center of gravity (cg) (fig. 13) was essentially
zero from 34 to 40 KCAS but no adverse handling qualities were
attributable to this characteristic. The lateral and directional L
control displacements required with increasing airspeed were
minimal and control margins at all conditions tested were
adequate. The level flight control positions in trimmed
forward flight of the OH-58C with SCAS ON and improved tail
rotor were similar to the standard helicopter and are satis-
factory.

14. The control positions in trimmed climbing flight were evalu-
ated at the conditions listed in table 1. Maximum continuous
power (335 shp) was used at each airspeed. Test results are

presented in figure 14, appendix E. Longitudinal control position
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varlati-n with airspeed was always conventional, and other control
position displacements required were minimal with adequate control
margins at all conditions tested. The climbing flight control
position characteristics of the OH-58C with SCAS, improved tail
rotor, and higher shp were similar to the standard helicopter and
are satisfactory.

15. Trimmability characteristics were evaluated concurrently with
thp control position tests. Longitudinal and lateral trim
characteristics were unchanged from the OP-58C standard configur-
ation. A time history of a directional trim task is presented in
Figure 15, appendix F. Initially during this task, the trim ball
was one ball width out to the left of trim, the ball was placed
hack in the center of the race and the controls held fixed.
During the next 25 seconds, the yaw SCAS washout circuit slowly
returned the directional actuator to the center (null) position
placing the aircraft one-half ball width out of trim. This
procedure was repeated several times to restore the aircraft to
an acceptable directional trim condition. The annoying yaw
trimmahillty characteristic was particularly noticeable when
making power changes and the yaw SCAS actuator attempted to
reduce the yaw rate Imposed by the power change. The multiple
lirectional control inputs required to establish directional

--trim is a shortcoming.

Static Lateral-Directional Stability

16. Th, static lateral-directional stability characteristics of
the OH-59C configured with a 3-axis digital SCAS and improved
tail rotor were evaluated at the test conditions shown in table 1.
Test results are presented in figures 16 through 21. The direc-
tional stability and sideforce characteristics were positive for
all conditions tested. Positive dihedral effect was noted for
all conditions tested except during 60 KCAS autorotattonal
flight, where neutral dihedral effect was observed. The neutral
dihedral effect observed during 60 KCAS autorotatlional flight
was not noted qualitatively. The static-lateral directional
stability characteristics of the OH-58C configured with a
3-axis digital SCAS and improved tail rotor were satisfactory.

Maneuvering Stability

17. The SCAS ON maneuvering stability characteristics of the
0H-58C configured with the improved tail rotor were evaluated In
left and right steady turns, and in symmetrical pull-ups, and
push-overs at the test conditions listed in table 1. Maneuvering
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stability data is presented in figure 22, appendix E. Maneu-
vering stability as indicated by the variation of longitudinal
control position with cg normal acceleration determined during •
pull-up and pushover maneuvers was positive and qualitatively .'-

similar to the standard (non-SCAS) aircraft. During steady .

turns, large aft longitudinal stick excursions (as much as
2 inches) were required at bank angles less than 35 degrees.
During a rollout from a steady turn, the opposite tendency

(forward stick required) was observed. The SCAS continues to
counter the nose-up pitch rate in the turn with nose down SCAS
actuator motion requiring aft stick application to maintain
airspeed until the longitudinal channel of the SCAS saturated.
When the longitudinal SCAS was saturated, a degraded short-term
response to gusts was noted. The large longitudinal stick excur-
sions required when executing steady turns (and during roll out
of steady turns) and the degraded short-term rate damping chara-
cteristics observed during steady turns are both shortcomings.

Dynamic Stability

18. The short-term dynamic stability characteristiacs of the .
OH-58C aircraft with 3-axis digital SCAS and improved tail rotor
were evaluated at the test conditions shown in table 1. Gust
response characteristics were simulated in all control axes by
single axis I inch control pulse inputs which were held for
0.5 seconds and by releases from steady heading sideslips. The
short-term dynamic stability characteristics observed in all
axes were deadbeat. The aircraft was also flown both SCAS OFF
and SCAS ON in light turbulence as shown in figures 23 and 24,
respectively. Increased short-term rate damping provided by the
SCAS reduced the aircraft gust response and significantly reduced
pilot workload to maintain steady flight. p

19. The longitudinal long-term response was evaluated at the con-
ditions shown in table 1 by trimming the aircraft at the desired
airspeed and then increasing or decreasing the airspeed using
only the cyclic control. The cyclic control was then returned
to the trim position. At all conditions other than high power
climbs at low airspeeds, the response was essentially deadbeat
with the airspeed stabilizing near the trim airspeed with no
overshoots.

20. During high power, low airspeed climbs the standard OH-58C
exhibits a divergent long period oscillation in the longitudinal
axis similar to the SCAS OFF response of the test aircraft shown
in figure 25, appendix E. Figure 26 is a time history of the
longitudinal long period oscillation observed SCAS ON. The

I
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response was essentially neutrally damped and is improved over
the SCAS OFF characteristics. The longitudinal long-term dynamic
stability characteristics of the ON-58C with SCAS ON is satis-
factory.

Controllability

21. Controllability characteristics were evaluated by applying
incrementally larger step inputs in each control axis while
holding all other controls fixed. The aircraft response was then
recorded. Controllability was evaluated in all three axes at a
hover and in pitch and roll at 90 KCAS. Directional control-
lability characteristics were measured for both the standard
.nd improved tail rotor configurations SCAS ON with the final yaw
SCAS gains for the respective tail rotor. Test conditions are
shown in table 1. Data collected during controllability testing
are presented in figures 27 through 38, appendix E.

22. The longitudinal controllability characteristics were evalua-
ted at a hover and at 90 KCAS (figs. 27 and 28, app E). The
longitudinal controllability characteristics SCAS ON were quali-
tatively similar to the standard aircraft (no SCAS) except
that no dig in (continuously increasing normal load factor with
constant longitudinal control position) tendency was observed.
A dig-in characteristic was documented on the standard OH-58C
(ref 13, app A). Longitudinal control power and response were
approximately the same as the no SCAS aircraft. The sensi-
tivity of the longitudinal control was approximately double
that of the standard OH-58C but was not objectionable. The
longitudinal controllability characteristics of the OH-58C
enuipped with the 3-axis SCAS and improved tail rotor are signifi-
cantly improved and are satisfactory.

23. The lateral controllability characteristics were evaluated at
a hover and at 90 KCAS (figs. 2Q and 30, app E). SCAS ON
controltabilltv data compared to standard aircraft data (ref 14,
app A) Indicates that the SCAS equipped aircraft has a slilhtly
grpater control response and sensitivity. These characteristics
were not qualitatively perceived during flight. The lateral
controllability characteristics of the OH-58C equipped with
with 3-axis SCAS and improved tail rotor are satisfactory.

24. Directional controllability (SCAS ON) was evaluated at two
altitudes for both tail rotor configurations (figs. 31 through
34, app E). Directional SCAS gains (feedback and feedforward)
were varied during these tests to optimize overall aircraft
handling qualities. Data presented in appendix E reflects the
final yaw SCAS gains for the particular tail rotor configuration.

10
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For all conditions tested, the aircraft responded in the proper
direction with higher rates for increased pedal displacements.
Oualitatively, the aircraft responded to pedal inputs with similar

sensitivity as the standard non-augmented aircraft. The most
obvious difference between SCAS ON and OFF was the yaw rate tended
to reach a steady value SCAS ON as opposed to yaw rates increasing .-

continuously with SCAS OFF. This is due to the absence of any
directional damping in the basic OH-58 which has been continually
evaluated as a shortcoming. During typical hover maneuvers

(except left crosswind hover), the SCAS did not exhibit a tendency

to saturate. The directional controllability characteristics as
measured by step inputs (as opposed to mission maneuvering) were

satisfactory for the OH-58C helicopter configured with a 3-axis
SCAS and improved tail rotor or standard tail rotor.

25. Directional controllability was also evaluated in terms of
recovery from steady yaw rates (figs. 35 through 38, app E).
These maneuvers were documented only for the improved tail rotor

with the final yaw SCAS gains. The aircraft was stabilized in a
steady yaw in one direction, then incrementally greater opposite
step directional control inputs were introduced with the aid of

a control fixture. Moderate (approximately 30 degrees per second)

and high (approximately 45 degrees per second) yaw rates were
used for trim conditions. In all cases the aircraft yaw rate

changed in the proper direction with no hesitation. The direc-
tional controllability characteristics in steady yaw rates of
the OH-58C equipped with a 3-axis SCAS and improved tail rotor
are satisfactory.

26. Left directional controllability in right sideward flight was

determined at the conditions shown in table 1. These tests were
conducted to evaluate the left yaw rate generation capability of
the aircraft with a simulated right hover crosswind (right side-

ward flight) at various true airspeeds. This maneuver was

performed with both the standard and improved tail rotors and
the results compared. Initially, the maximum yaw generation
capability of the aircraft (SCAS ON) was determined by stabi-

lizing at each true airspeed from hover in 5 knot Increments to
the highest right sideward flight speed attainable with the

standard tail rotor configuration. The tall rotor was then

changed to the improved version (utilizing the improved tail
rotor drive system for both configurations). Since obtaining
exactly the same size directional control input would he unlikely,

a test procedure was established to record a left directional

control input of lesser size than the standard tail rotor control

step and then one of slightly greater Iize. InterpolatIon was
then used to compare actual aircraft reactions recorded dirin.
standard tail rotor configuration step Inpai with ,alc,lated
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improved tall rotor control deflections of equal magnitude. Test

data is presented in table 2.

27. Comparing the improved and standard tall rotor data indicates

that with similar size directional control displacements, approxi-

mately equal yaw rates were generated. However, since the

improved tail rotor required less pedal displacement for the
same trim condition, there was still approximately 10 percent

left directional control margin remaining when the standard tail
rotor configuration was on the stop. During these maneuvers,

the maximum transient tail rotor power was recorded as well as

the steady state tail rotor power increase. In accomplishing
essentially the same left yawing maneuver, the transient and

steady state tail rotor power increases were smaller for the
improved tail rotor than for the standard.

28. An evaluation of the transient power observed with the fuel
control adjusted to limit power available to that of the

T63-A-700 was not accomplished for two reasons. An adequate

explanation of engine performance effects due to fuel control

adjustment was not available. Additionally, the power required

to perform steady trim conditions in right sideward flight at

qpeeds between approximately 15 KTAS (above effective transla-

tional lift) and limit speed (determined by pedal margin) was
qufficlently low such that the transient power requirements of

the tall rotor were well within the excess power available of

the T63-A-700 engine. The aircraft configured with the smaller

engine wouild not have sufficient power to hover (10 foot skid

height).

Low Speed Flight Characteristics

29. Low speed flight characterisitcs were evaluated to determine
the effects on handling qualities due to the installation of the
3-axis SCAS and/or improved tall rotor. The low speed flight

resting was conducted by stabilizing in formation with a pround

pac, vehlicl at a skid height of I) feet at relatvl,.* azimiths.

(mensured clockwise from the nose of the aircraft) of 0, 90,

105, 120, 150, IRO, 210, 225, 240, and 270 degrees. Low speed -

flight testing was accomplished SCAS ON and OFF and also with

-ither the standard or improved tail rotor installed at the test
,ondttions shown in table 1. Various yaw SCAS gains (feedback
ind feedforward) were flown during these tests. Unless otherwise
qtated, data presented in this report reflects the final yaw
;c.AS gain configuration. Low speed flight characteristics data

ire prented in figures 39 through 79, appendix E.
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Table 2. Directional Controllability Summary in Right Sideward Flight

II I I : . -'. .

Imaximum Steady State I
Target I i Left Pedal Yaw Rate Tail Rotor Tail Rotor
True iI Left Pedal Margin After After Power I Power

Airspeed i Tail Input Size j Pedal Input 1.5 sec Increase Increase
(kts) j Rotor (in) (in) (deg/sec) (shp) I (shp)

I I I I

0 IStandardlI 1.2 0 33 I 53 1 20
)Improved 2 p 1.2 0.6 28 40 p 13

I I I I ,

5 IStandard 1 0.9 1 0 24 1 44 21
I Improved 1 0.9 1 0.6 25 38 8

10 p Standard 0.75 p 0 23 p 38 19
I Improved 1 0.75 1 0.65 20 1 29 5, _ _ .1 _ _ _ _ 1 _ _ _ _ _ 1
I I i tI

15 Standard I 0.8 1 0 22 I 39 8 1
p Improved 1  0.8 0.6 22 1 38 .....

*Ii i I I "

20 Standard 0.9 i 0 I 22 1 .2 18 1
I Improved 1  0.9 p 0.5 23 41 14 "

I i I Ii " :

25 IStandardl 0.8 p 0 19 35 I 16i Improved I 0.8 0.7 1 19 36 13

30 Standard 0.7 0 16 29 1 19 '
Improved p 0.7 p 0.65 I 15 26 1 9 "

1 I I I i" "

35 Improved) 1.1 0 p 23 53 1 27

I I .-":::
40 Improved p 0.9 I 0 1 20 42 1 20II li j __ __ _ __- -__ __ _

NOTES:

ITest conditions: SCAS ON, average cg FS 111.0, average gross weight 3010 lb, average
density altitude 870) ft, average OAT 13.5* C, average main rotor speed 354 rpm.

2Test conditions: SCAS ON, average cg FS 110.0, average gross weight 3020 lb, average
density altitude 9030 ft, average OAT 17.0* C, average main rotor speed 354 rpm.
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30. The task used to obtain qualitative data on low speed handling
characteristics during all these tests was as follows: The
pllut attempted to maintain the flight condition within a
+3 degree heading accuracy and a ±2 foot skid height accuracy.
The characteristics of low speed flight for this aircraft
can be separated into 3 general areas. For the standard aircraft,
flight at azimuths from 300 degrees, clockwise to approximately
150 degrees have exhibited reasonably stable flight character-
istics in all axes. Overall handling qualities for flight at
these azimuths have been reported (ref 13, app A) to be HORS 3
for the maneuver stated above. Flight at azimuths from approxi-
mately 150 through 210 degrees were noted to require large
longitudinal stick excursions to control pitch attitude as well
as frequent large amplitude directional control motions to
maintain heading. Overall handling qualities for these azimuths
have been reported to be HORS 5. Flight at azimuths from
approximately 210 degrees clockwise to approximately 300
degrees were noted to require frequent large amplitude control
motions to maintain aircraft control due to uncommanded pitch,
roll and yaw oscillations. Overall handling qualities in this
area were noted to he HORS 7.

31. r)uring the first part of these tests, the 3-axis SCAS and
improved tail rotor systems were evaluated. Flights were conduc-
ted both SCAS ON and OFF at the Arlington, Texas test site as
well as at the Leadville, Colorado high altitude test site.
The larger diameter improved tail rotor clearly exhibited
increased directional control margin at all airspeeds and
azilmuths as compared to the standard tail rotor configuration
(ref 13, app A). The smallest directional control margin was
in right sideward flight at the high altitude test site
(11,000 ft density altitude) (fig. 53, app E) but was still
greater than 10 percent left pedal remaining at the crosswind
limit of the aircraft (35 KTAS) and was effective in producing
left yawing moments at that speed. With the improved tailrotor,
adequate directional control margins exist in sideward and
rearward flight at all azimuths tested out to the wind limits
(35 KTAS sideward and 30 KTAS rearward) of the aircraft.

32. With the improved tail rotor SCAS ON handling qualities
ratings in the azimuth area increasing clockwise from 300 to
150 degrees were improved from HORS 3 (standard aircraft) to
HORS 2 In that little pilot workload was required to maintain
maneuver performance within the desired tolerance. The limited
SCAS activity and resulting pilot control manipulation to perform
flight at the 90 degree azimuth (25 KTAS) is shown in figure 39,
appendix E. In the rearward flight region (150 to 210 degrees),
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handling qualities ratings were improved from HORS 5 (standard
aircraft) to HORS 4 in that only moderate pilot compensation was
required to perform the maneuver within desired performance
criteria. The increased SCAS actuator activity and rate of
attitude change is shown in figure 40, appendix F when performing
rearward flight as compared to the 90 degree azimuth. In the
left sideward flight regime (azimuths from 210 to 300 degrees)

the SCAS and tail rotor system combination helped reduce the
typical OH-58C ±10 degree yaw attitude excursions to approxi-
mately ±3 degrees. Handling qualities ratings were improved
from HORS 7 (standard aircraft) to HQRS 6 in this region. Figure
41, appendix E, presents data at the 225 degree azimuth and 25
KTAS. Very large SCAS actuator inputs as well as pilot control
motions were required to perform this maneuver. It is important
to note that the pilot was able to maintain the desired perfor-
mance level even though extensive pilot compensation was reouired
and aircraft control was never in question. The 3-axis SCAS
and improved tail rotor system have significantly improved the
overall low speed flight characteristics of the OH-58C. The
annoying uncommanded pitch, roll and yaw (±3 degree) oscilla-
tions observed (when the SCAS becomes saturated) in left sideward
flight with the 3-axis SCAS and improved tall rotor (improved
from a deficiency for the basic aircraft) are a shortcoming.

33. Certain portions of these tests were conducted SCAS OFF with
the improved tail rotor installed (figs. 61 through 65, app E).
Qualitative pilot comments indicated that slightly fewer direc-
tional control inputs of slightly less magnitude were required
with the improved tail rotor as compared to the standard tail
rotor installation. The standard aircraft uncommanded pitch,
roll and yaw oscillations were still present in left sideward
flight although the yaw oscillations were slightly decreased to
approximately M degrees. These large amplitude oscillations
required the pilot to devote 100 percent attention to maintain
aircraft attitude control, particularly when hovering in close
quarters. No time would be available for the pilot to accomplish
mission tasks such as map reading or even radio channel selection.
Although very slightly improved handling qualities were noted
with the improved tail rotor as compared to the standard tail
rotor, the most noteable improvement was the increased left

pedal margin in right sideward flight (para 31). The excessive
pitch, roll and yaw attitude (±8 degrees) oscillations in
left sideward flight of the OH-58C equipped with an improved

tail rotor (SCAS OFF) are a deficiency.

34. Main rotor speed effects on directional control margin with
the improved tail rotor were evaluated by stabilizing at incremen-
tally greater true airspeed in right sideward flight first at
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354 main rotor rpm and then again at 346 rpm. Data are presented
in figures 66 and 67, appendix F. Comparison of these figures
indicate that adequate directional control margin was available
even at the reduced rpm. Within the scope of the tests, direc-
tional control margin was not appreciably effected by varying
main rotor speed.

35. Another portion of this evaluation was conducted to determine
the low speed flight characteristics of the OH-58C equipped with
3-axis SCAS and standard tail rotor. Since the standard tail
rotor directional control margins were known to be limited at
high altitude conditions (I.e., Leadville, Colorado test site)
a lower test site was selected (Alamosa, Colorado) for the high
Altittide portion of the evaluation. Yaw SCAS gains were varied
during these tests to determine optimum overall handling
characteristics and the balance of the test program was flown
with these final yaw SCAS gains. Data for this configuration are
presented SCAS ON for the Arlington, Texas and Alamosa, Colorado
rest sites and SOAS OFF for the Alamosa test elevation in figures
68 through 79, appendix F, respectively.

"' . Aircraft low speed handling characteristics were similarly
ioproved in this configuration as was noted in the SCAS/improved
tatl rotor configuration (para 32) for the right sideward and
rearward azimuth regimes. In the left sideward flight regime no
combination of yaw SCAS feedback and feedforward gains were found

which allowed the pilot to accomplish the ±3 degree heading
task discussed In para 31. Approximately ±5 degrees was the
best yaw attitude control possible with maximum tolerable pilot
compensation (HORS 7). At all azimuths tested, the pilot workload
was reduced and maneuver performance criteria were more closely
met than in the SCAS OFF configuration. The low speed flight
characteristics of the OH-58C helicopter equipped with a 3-axis
SCAS and standard tail rotor were improved as compared to the no
SCAS configuration particularly in right sideward and rearward
flight.

37. The uncommanded yaw oscillations (coupled with pitch and roll)
observed in left sideward flight were reduced in magnitude from
approximately ±10 degrees SCAS OFF, to approximately
t5 degrees SCAS ON, even with maximum tolerable pilot ...

compensation. Although this improvement noted SCAS ON, did reduce
pilot workload, the task (±3 degree yaw attitude control) • -
still could not he performed. Virtually 100 percent of the
pilot's attention was directed to aircraft attitude control thus
severely limiting any mission task accomplishment. The excessive
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pitch, roll and yaw oscillations (±5 degrees) in left sideward
flight of the OH-58C helicopter equipped with 3-axis SCAS and
standard tail rotor remains a deficiency.

Aircraft System Failures

Simulated Engine Failure:

38. Simulated sudden engine failures (SCAS ON) were evaluated at
the test conditions listed in table 1. Time history data gathered
for the extreme conditions (maximum allowable power) are presented
for 60, 90 and 115 (VNe) KCAS in figures 80 through 82, appendix E,
respectively. Simulated sudden engine failures were accomplished
by stabilizing on the test condition and then rapidly closing the
throttle to the idle position while maintaining all other con-
trols fixed for approximately two seconds or until recovery was
required (as dictated by low rotor speed, excessive rates, atti-
tudes, etc.). A build-up process was used to incrementally
increase engine power at each test condition until maximum allow-
able power was attained. For airspeeds of 90 KCAS and below,
335 shp (uprated main rotor transmission limit) was used. For
airspeeds above 90 KCAS, 270 shp was used as maximum continuous.
The most notable difference between standard aircraft simulated
sudden engine failure and those noted with the 3-axis SCAS and
improved tail rotor was the lack of aircraft attitude change
cues to identify the loss of engine power. The aircraft low
rotor speed light and audio warning indications were adequate
pilot cues to identify the malfunction. The SCAS prevents the

aircraft normal reaction to the loss of engine power until SCAS
actuator saturation, and only about 5 degree yaw attitude
excursions (from trim) were noted. The simulated sudden engine
failure characteristics of the OH-58C configured with a 3-axis
SCAS, improved tail rotor, and uprated main rotor transmission

are satisfactory.

39. Simulated sudden engine failures were again evaluated SCAS
OFF at the test conditions listed in table 1. Time history data
gathered for the extreme conditions (maximum allowable power as
defined in last paragraph) are presented in figures 83 through
85, appendix E. Aircraft reactions to simulated sudden engine
failures were similar to those noted with the standard aircraft.
As much as 14 degree yaw attitude excursions (particularly at low
airspeed) were observed during these tests. Autorotational entry
required normally Lxpected control applications. Aircraft attitude
and rate excursions were not excessive. The simulated sudden
engine failure characteristics of the OH-58C (SCAS OFF) equipped
with an improved tail rotor and uprated main rotor transmission,
while degraded from the SCAS ON case, are satisfactory.
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Stahility and Control Augmentation System Failut-s:-

40. Simulated SCAS system failures were evaluated at the condi-

tions listed in table 1. SCAS actuator hardovers were introduced

into the system using a BHT manufactured SCAS hardover test
control unit, P/N 206-078-177-101 with procedures outlined in
BHT report No. 206-099-992 dated 14 December 1982. This document
was reviewed and approved by AVRADCOM. With this unit, an
actuator hardover could be introduced into the SCAS system in

av axis, in both directions and scaled from 0 to 100 percent
SCAS actuator authority. Failures were introduced both from
normal actuator working positions (generally less than 20 percent
from null) and from the saturated condition. Power supplies were

shut off and circuit breakers were failed from the cockpit to
assess aircraft reactions. Time history data obtained from

these tests are presented in figures 86 through 95, appendix E.

1. SCAS actuator hardovers introduced from the normal level

flight condition (actuator not saturated) resulted in aircraft
reactions which were very mild (figs. 86 through 89, app E).
Some actuator harlovers were difficult to distinguish due to the

;mall aircraft reactions. Generally only a bump could be felt
in the aircraft as the actuator quickly recentered following the
Iardover. This rapid (approximately 0.2 second) recentering

:allowed little time for the aircraft to react. Following the
failure, the aircraft returned to the SCAS OFF configuration and
the pilot was alerted to the degraded SCAS system by a SCAS fail

anton light. All SCAS failure modes introduced by interrupting
nower supplies or failing cockpit circuit breakers resulted in
;imtilar mild aircraft reactions. The simulated SCAS failure
haracteristics from normal actuator positions of the OH-58C

helicopter equipped with a 3-axis digital SCAS and improved tail
rotor system are satisfactory.

42. The design of the 3-axis digital SCAS tested, allowed long
hirarion saturation of specific SCAS actuators during certain
,naiotivt.rs. During steady turns the pitch axis of tlhf SCAS
saturated both cyclic actuators in the extend direction. Prior
ro the time required for long term yaw rate washout effectiveness,
yaw SCAS actuator saturation was also observed. Due to the
frequency of occurrance of SCAS actuator saturation, hardover

tests were accomplished from these saturated conditions in both
actuator directions. Two failure modes were noted. When a
hardover was induced in the opposite direction to the saturation
(i.e., retract hardover from an actuator saturated at extend
position), the actuator recentering was immediate (figs. 90
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through 93, app E). When a hardover was induced in the same
direction as the saturation (i.e., extend hardover from an actua-
tor saturated at the extended positon), the recentering event
did not take place until the actuator was no longer required to
be in the full extend position (figs. 94 and 95, app E).
Al though the timing between the hardover in tia tion and the

actuator recentering was different, the aircraft reaction was
similar. In each case the rapid actuator recentering from the
saturated position provided an input into the flight control
system which was of greater magnitude and resulted in aircraft
reaction more severe than the normal actuator position hardover
failures. For cyclic hardovers, a rapid nose up pitch rate of
approximately 10 degrees per second was observed requiring pilot
reaction to prevent excessive aircraft attitude excursions.
These attitude changes were not considered excessive and normal

pilot reaction was adequate to effect recovery. It was not
possible to maneuver the aircraft in such a manner as to saturate
the cyclic SCAS actuators in roll (i.e., one actuator saturated
at extend and the other at retract) or to saturate the cyclic
SCAS actuators in the retract position for extended periods of
time. During yaw SCAS saturated actuator tests, similar failure
modes were noted. Again hardover simulations in the opposite to
saturation direction resulted in immediate actuator recentering
and the aircraft reverted to the basic aircraft. Hardover
simulations in the direcion of saturation were not observed
until the yaw SCAS actuator was no longer required to be at a
saturated condition. The saturated SCAS actuator simulated
failure characteristics of the OH-58C equipped with a 3-axis
SCAS and improved tail rotor are satisfactory.

VIBRATION

43. Vibration characteristics were evaluated during level flight
and maximum power (335 shp) climbs at the test conditions shown
in table 1. Test data collected for. thesi conditions are presented
in figures 96 through 101, appendix E. In both level flight and
maximum power climb, the pilot's and copilot's seat vertical
two-per-revolution vibration levels were higher than the military
specification limit (ref 10, app A) of 0.15 g for airspeeds of
approximately 95 KCAS and above. Qualitatively the aircraft
vibration levels were VRS 6 (fig. 2, app D) or below for airspeeds

below or equal to 90 KCAS and VRS 7 through VRS 9 with increasing
airspeed above 90 KCAS for these stabilized test conditions. The
high vibration levels resulting from the combination of high power
settings (greater than 270 shp) and high airspeeds (greater than
90 KCAS) led the contractor to recommend that a 90 knots indicated

airspeed (KIAS) limit be placed on utilization of the additional
power (from 270 shp continuous to 335 shp continuous) provided
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by the uprated main rotor transmission. The aircraft vibration
levels of the OH-58C aircraft equipped with the uprated main
rotor transmission (335 shp continuous) are excessive at air-
speeds greater than 90 KCAS and power settings greater than
270 shp and are a shortcoming. The excessive vertical vibration
levels at the 2 per revolution main rotor frequency fail to meet
the requirements of MIL-H-8501A paragraph 3.7.1(b) limit of
0.15 g at airspeeds of greater than 90 KCAS and power settings
greater than 270 shp. The operator's manual should restrict use
of the increased power available achieved by installation of the
uprated main rotor transmission to airspeeds less than 90 KIAS.

HUMAN FACTORS

Cockpit Fvaluation

" :44. Throughout these tests, the controls and indications for the
3-axis SCAS were evaluated relative to accessibility, location
and design. Although the SCAS control panel was somewhat
iiiaccessible due to its location beneath the collective, infre-
,oent requirements to move these switches made this an acceptable
location. The SCAS fail light (indication to the pilot that the
SCAS has malfunctioned) was located at the top of the instru-
ment panel directly in front of the pilot. For expedient test
purpos-s the light was not a production configuration device, and
was nrither dimmable nor of military specification design.
Bright sunlight obscured the illumination of the light and thus
provided the pilot with little information. The lack of an
easily seen SCAS fail light in bright sunlight is a shortcoming.
The SCAS fall light function should be incorporated into the
standard aircraft segmented caution panel and master caution
system.

RELTABIIITY AND MATNTAINABILITY

45. Throughout these tests, the reliability and maintainability
c-haracteristics of the 3-axis SCAS, improved tail rotor system
A nd uprated main rotor transmission were observed. No specific
tests were conducted to verify reliability and/or maintainability
of these components during this short duration (calendar and
flight hour) program. No failures were observed throughout these
tests on any of the stated components. Within the scope of this
?valuation, the reliability and maintainability characteristics
of the OH-58C configured with 3-axis digital SCAS, improved tail
rotor and nprated main rotor transmission are satisfactory.
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CONCLUSIONS

GENERAL

46. The overall handling qualities of the OH-58C helicopter
equipped with a 3-axis digital SCAS in either tail rotor
configuration were significantly improved over the unaugmented
aircraft configuration except as stated below. The combination
of the SCAS and improved tail rotor reduced the standard aircraft -

characteristic uncommanded pitch, roll and yaw oscillations in
left sideward flight from an unacceptable to an annoying level.
The combination of the SCAS and standard tail rotor reduced the
standard aircraft characteristic uncommanded pitch, roll and yaw
oscillations, in left sideward flight, but were still excessive,
i.e., a shortcoming rather than a deficiency (para 32 and 37).

SPECIFIC

47. The following specific conclusions were reached relative to
the OH-58C aircraft equipped with an improved tail rotor:

a. Adequate directional control margins were available for
sideward and rearward flight to the wind limits (35 KTAS sideward
and 30 KTAS rearward) of the aircraft, up through a density
altitude of 11,000 feet for a gross weight of 3,040 lb (para 31).

b. For the conditions tested, stable out-of-ground effect
hover with the improved tail rotor required approximately four
more engine shaft horsepower at low gross weight and three more

shaft horsepower at high gross weight than with the standard

tail rotor installation (para 11).

c. In accomplishing the same left yawing maneuver (during

right sideward flight or hovering with a right crosswind) the
transient and steady state tail rotor power increases were smaller
for the improved tail rotor than for the standard tail rotor
(para 27).

DEFICIENCIES

48. The following deficiencies were identified and are listed in
decreasing order of importance.

a. The excessive pitch, roll and yaw attitude (±5 degrees)
oscillations in left sideward flight of the OH-58C equipped with
a 3-axis SCAS and standard tail rotor (para 37).

b. The excessive pitch, roll and yaw attitude (±8 degrees)
oscillations in left sideward flight of the OH-58C equipped only
with an improved tail rotor (SCAS OFF) (para 33).
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SHORTCOMINGS

49. The following shortcomings were identified and are listed in
decreasing order of importance.

a. The excessive aircraft vibration levels at airspeeds
greater than 90 KCAS and power settings greater than 270 shaft
horsepower (para 43).

h. The annoying pitch, roll and yaw attitude (±3 degree)
oscillations observed (when the SCAS becomes saturated) in left
sideward flight with the 3-axis SCAS and improved tall rotor
(Pata 3r).

c. The large longitudinal stick excursions required when
eYecutin ! steady turns (and during roll out of steady turns)
(3-axis SCAS related) (para 17).

d. The degraded short-term rate damping characteristics
observed during steady turns (3-axis SCAS related) (para 17).

,,. The multiple directional control inputs required to
,stablish directional trim (para 15).

f. The lack of an easily seen SCAS fail light in bright
'wnlight (para 44).

g. The lack of a directional control force gradient
(para 12).

SPECIFICATION COMPLIANCE

50. As a result of this evaluation the following paragraphs of
MTL-c-850I1A were not met:

a. 3.7.1(b). The excessive vertical vibration levels at the
2 per revolution main rotor frequency failed to meet the limit of
0.15 g at airspeeds greater than 90 KCAS and power settings
greater than 270 shp (para 43).

b. 3.3.10. Positive self-centering was not present in the
directional control system (para 12).
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RECOMMENDATIONS

51. If the SCAS and/or improved tail rotor are installed on the
OH-58C aircraft, correct the deficiencies listed in paragraph 48.

52. If the SCAS and/or improved tail rotor are installed on the
OH-58C aircraft, correct the shortcomings listed in paragraph 49.

53. The operator's manual sbould prohibit the use of the increased

power available achieved by installation of the uprated main
rotor transmission at airspeeds in excess of 90 KIAS (para 43).

54. The SCAS fail light function should be integrated into the
standard aircraft segmented caution panel and master caution

system (para 44).
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APPENDIX B. AIRCRAFT DESCRIPTION

GENERAL

1. The helicopter is a standard OH-58C built by Bell Helicopter
Textron (BHT). It has a single two-bladed, semi-rigid, teetering-

type main rotor and a single two-bladed, delta hinged, semi-rigid
teetering-type tail rotor. A detailed description of the OH-58C
is contained in the operator's manual (ref 7, app A). The

modifications for this test included the Bell 206L-3 tail rotor
witli accompanying drive shafting and gearbox, a shortened main

rot)r blade, and a three-axis digital, limited authority stability
aug en ta tion system.

WEIGHT AND BALANCE

2. The helicopter configured with all modifications and instru-
mentation was weighed with no fuel and with full fuel by BHT and
41tnpssed by a USAAEFA quality control representative prior to

the initiation of testing. The weight and longitudinal center
of gravity (cg) data are presented below:

,npty fuel weight 2354 lb at FS 117.08
- Full fuel weight 2811 lb at FS 117.64

Addi L!onal checks of the weight and longitudinal cg data were per-
formed by BHT and monitored by USAAEFA quality control personnel --

throughout the testing.

CONTROL RIGGING

3. A complete flight control rigging check was performed by BHT

and witnessed by USAAEFA quality control personnel prior to the
initiation of testing. The tail rotor rigging was changed and
rechecked when the standard tail rotor was installed and again
when the improved was reinstalled. The data for the tail rotor
rigfin; checks is presented in table 1.
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Table 1. Tail Rotor Rigging

Blade
Tail Rotor Direction Angle1

Improved Initial Left 200 16'
Right -10.3'

Standard Left 190 04'
Right -110 41'

Improved Final Left 200 42'
Right -90 32'

NOTE:

IGeometric-pitch angle to the plane perpendicular to the
rotor shaft

ROTOR SYSTEM

Tail Rotor

5. The 206L-3 tail rotor (improved tail rotor) incorporates the
same airfoil section as the standard OR-58 tail rotor and is
depicted in photo 1, however, the diameter is increased by
3 inches.

Tail Rotor Drive Shaft and Gearbox

6. The tail rotor drive shafting and gearbox is changed to the
206L-3 configuration. The drive shaft is a seven piece shaf t.
Each piece in the shaft (photo 2) is identical and has a larger
diameter than the one-piece standard drive shaft. The tail
rotor gearbox employs a continuous rating increase from 65 to 85
shaft horsepower (shp).

Main Rotor

7. In order to maintain main rotor to tail rotor clearance, each
main rotor tip cap was shortened by 1.5 inches. The tip cap
modification is shown in photo 3.

27
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STABILITY AND CONTROL AUGMENTATION SYSTEM

General

8. The standard configuration OH-58C was modified by adding a

stability and control augmentation system (SCAS). This SCAS is a
3-axis, fail-safe (electrically shut down and actuators centered)
control system which uses rate gyro, control motion, and airspeed
inputs. The system is fail-operate (the malfunctiGning system is
electrically isolated) in the yaw axis for the first sensor or
computer failure and fail-safe for subsequent yaw axis failures
and all cyclic failures. The system includes the following
components:

Oty/
Part No. Ship Location

SCAS Control Panel 206-078-255-101 1 Pedestal

Flight Control Baggage
Computer 206-078-200-101 2 Compartment

2-Axis Rate Gyro Baggage
Package* 406-074-001-101 4 Compartment

Dual Control Motion Under Copilot
Transducer 214-074-108-101 4 Seat

Airspeed Trans-
ducer 214-074-152-101 1 Nose

Cyclic Hydraulic
Actuator* 406-076-101-101 2 Roof

Directional
Hydraulic Entrance to
Actuator* 406-076-102-1-1 1 Tailboom

250VA Inverter 206-375-001-101 2 Baggage

Compartment

*Components common to the OH-58D.

The preceding components are interconnected as shown by the block

diagrams of figures 1 and 2.

Control Panel

9. The SCAS control panel is shown in figure 3. The panel
includes a power switch, a pushbutton test switch, two magnetic-
ally held engage switches, and 6 fail annunciators. The HDG
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CHANNEL1

115 VACL
26 VAC COTO HRH
26 VAC CRAT

115 VACPAE VTLD
28 VDC

_________________________ FLIGHT CONTROL

________________________ COMPUTER 2

F/A CYCIC

Figure 1. Pitch and Roll SCAS Block Diagram
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AZRSPEED _________

PEDALSC

YAW RAT FLIGHT CONTROL
COMPUTER 1.

YAW PATE

28 VOCLVDT

26 VJAC CONTROL ACTR

115 VACLVDT

AZRSPEED

IPPDALSL

FLIGHT CONTROL

YAW ATE-COMPUTER 2

YAW RATE

Figure 2. Yaw SCAS Block Diagram
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Figure 3. SCAS Control Panel
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fail annunciator is not used and will not be visible to the
pilot.

Electrical Power Distribution

10. The SCAS power distribution is shown in figure 4. Proper
operation of the SCAS requires the inverter switch and the circuit
breakers listed below to be closed.

SCAS Circuit Breakers

INV I
INV 2
SCAS 1 26 VAC
SCAS 1 115 VAC
SCAS 2 115 VAC
SCAS 1 DC
SCAS 2 DC

Ac tuator Solenoid Schematics

11. The actuator solenoid schematics are shown in figures 5 and 6.
The switches labeled FCC 1 and FCC 2 are solid-state switches
located in and controlled by the flight control computers. The
difference between the yaw axis and the cyclic axes is that the
computer switches are connected in parallel for yaw and in series
for cyclic. This allows the yaw axis to continue to operate
after a single computer failure (fail-operate).

In-flight Failure Monitoring

12. While the system is engaged, both flight control computers

periodically perform failure detection tests as follows:

a. Input signal reasonableness (within a predetermined

tolerance) checks - Outputs of airspeed transducers, rate gyros,
control motion transducers, and actuator position transducers
are checked for voltage levels out of normal range.

b. Command calculation comparisons - The pitch command
calculated in Computer 1 is compared to the pitch command
calculation in Computer 2. An unreasonable difference (outside
a predetermined tolerance) between the two calculations results
in disengagement (fail-safe) of the pitch axis. A similar
comparison is made for the roll axis. Figures 7 and 8 depict
the pitch and roll SCAS systems. L
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POWER SWITCH

28vDc ESS 28vDc NONESS

CYCLIC
COPILOT PILOT

SW CYCLIC
COIL ENGAGE

SWITCH

' FCC 1

* =.

LH RH
SOLENOID SOLENOID

RELAY

--1 FCC 2

FCC1

Figure 5. Cyclic Solenoid Schematic
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CYCLIC
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SWITCHYAW
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Figure 6. Yav Solenoid Schematic
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c. Input signal comparisons - The yaw axis has two control
motion inputs and two rate gyro inputs to each computer. Like
inputs are compared, and if the difference between inputs is --

unreasonable, the yaw axis for the affected computer is dis-
engaged. Figure 9 depicts the yaw SCAS system.

d. Actuator position/expected actuator position comparisons -

Each computer calculates "expected" actuator positions for all
three actuators. If there is an unreasonable difference between
the measured and expected actuator position for either cyclic
actuator, both pitch and roll axes are disengaged. An unreasonable
difference between the measured and expected actuator position
for the yaw actuator results in disengagement of the yaw axis.

e. Timeout timer - Each computer has a timeout timer that
has to be reset on a regular basis. If a computer malfunctions,
the timer will not be reset, and pitch and roll will be disengaged,
and yaw will remain engaged if the other computer is functional.

Failure codes are stored in nonvolatile memory for checks a
through d above. These failure codes can be retrieved and inter-
preted by maintenance personnel.

13. The fail annunciators on the SCAS control panel are used to
indicate both in-flight failures and failures during the preflight
tests. The position of the engage switches and the condition of
the fail annunciators are indications of which axes of SCAS are
operational. If the PITCH/ROLL engage switch is in the off
position, there will be no stabilization about the pitch and
roll axes, regardless of the condition of the pitch and roll
annunciators. If the PITCH/ROLL engage switch is in the "engaged"
position, illumination of PITCH or ROLL indicates loss of stabili-
zation for the illuminated axis. Failures which affect both
pitch and roll will cause illumination of both PITCH and ROLL
annunciators and the disengagement of the PITCH/ROLL engage

switch. This will cause both cyclic actuators to center and
lock. The yaw SCAS is functional as long as the YAW engage switch
is in the "engaged" position. Illumination of YAW 1 and YAW 2
indicates a loss of yaw actuator input from one computer. However,
there should be no noticeable change in yaw SCAS performance. A
failure or failures which cause both YAW 1 and YAW 2 annunciators
to illuminate will also cause the YAW engage switch to drop to
the off position. This will cause the yaw actuator to center and
lock.
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Ac tua tors

14. The SCAS uses 2 cyclic actuators BHT P/N (406-076-101-101)
and 1 yaw actuator BHT P/N (406-076-102-101) (photo 4). These _
actuators are hydraulic actuator assemblies which include a
boost actuator and a SCAS actuator. The SCAS actuator includes
a dual coil electrohydraulic servovalve, a solenoid valve,
centering springs, and locks. Because the servovalve has two
coils, it can be driven by both flight control computers. The
solenoid valve is used to activate the SCAS actuator. If the
solenoid valve is deenergized, the SCAS actuator will center and
lock.

SCAS Actuator Authorities

15. The SCAS actuator strokes are limited to give the following

SCAS authorities of full control travel.

Pitch + 8.6%
Roll ±13.8%
Yaw ±10.4%

The roll command to the cyclic actuators is electrically limited
so that the effective roll authority is ±10%.

SCAS Release Switch

16. SCAS release switches are located on the pilot and copilot

cyclic grips as shown in figure 5. If either switch is depressed,
all axes of SCAS will disengage.

SCAS Advisory Light

17. A SCAS advisory light is provided on the pilot's side of the
instrument panel. The purpose of the light is to inform the
pilot that the SCAS is disengaged or has malfunctioned.

SYSTEM OPERATION

Normal Operation

18. Normal preflight testing and engagement of SCAS should be

accomplished using the procedure of table 2. The procedure should
not be initiated until inverter and hydraulic caution lights are
extinguished. Steps 1 through 7 should be completed on the first
flight of the day. For subsequent flights, steps 3 through 6 may
be omitted.
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Table 2. Preflight Tests

Action Normal Indication

1. Turn on power switch on Pitch, roll, yaw 1 and yaw 2

SCAS control panel annunciators on the SCAS control

panel illuminate. SCAS advisory
light on instrument panel illu-
minates.

2. Press test switch on SCAS Pitch, roll, yaw 1 and yaw 2
control panel annunciators extinguish and

then illuminate momentarily for
approximately 3 seconds.

3. Engage pitch/roll and yaw Both engage switches remain in
the "engaged" position. The
SCAS advisory light and all
annunciators on the control
panel are extinguished.

4. Press test switch on SCAS Both engage switches drop to the

control panel off position, and the pitch, roll,
yaw 1, yaw 2 and fail annuncia-
tors illuminates momentarily
twice. The SCAS advisory light 9

illuminates.

5. Engage pitch/roll and yaw Both engage switches remain in

the "engaged" position. The
SCAS advisory light and all

annunciators on the control m
panel are extinguished.

6. Press SCAS release switch Both engage switches drop to the
on cyclic grip. off position, and the SCAS advisory

light illuminates.
I

7. Engage pitch/roll and yaw Both engage switches remain in
the "engaged" position. The SCAS
advisory light and all annuncia-
tors on the control panel are
extinguished.

S
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Abnormal Opera tion

19. If the procedure of table I is performed and results other
than the ones given in the normal indication column occur, the
SCAS may still be partially functional. It is permissible to
attempt engagement even if one or more of the control panel
annunicators remain illuminated after the completion of a test.
If a critical check is failed during the tests, the appropriate
axes are prevented from engagement by the computers. This will
result in the appropriate fail annunciators being illuminated and

possibly an engage switch or switches which will not remain in

the "engaged" position. The illumination of the FAIL annunciator
by itself is an indication that a fail code is stored in memory,
bt the system should be operational in all three axes. The fail

code can be cleared by maintenance personnel.

Shutdown Procedure

20. After landing the helicopter and before engine shutdown, the
pilot should note the condition of the engage switches and the
a nunciator lights on the SCAS control panel. If any annunciators
are illuminated or either engage switch is off or any problems
occurred in flight, the pilot should notify maintenance personnel.
After checking the condition of the control panel, the pilot
should move the SCAS power switch to the off position.

SCAS Disengagement

21. The SCAS can be disengaged by any of the following actions.

a. Moving engage switch to off (pitch/roll or yaw).

b. Moving power switch on SCAS control panel to off (all
aies lisengaged).

c. Pressing SCAS release switch on cyclic grip (all axes

Disengagement of the SCAS by methods a and c will cause the SCAS
advisory light to illuminate, but it will not affect the annuncia-
tors on the SCAS control panel. Method b will extinguish all
SCAS lights.

SCAS Advisory Light

* 22. A SCAS advisory light is installed on the pilot's side of the
instrument panel. The light will come on when the SCAS power
switch is turned on, and it will remain on until all axes are
erzs,,iged. It wll come on again if the system is disengaged by

46
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the pilot or a failure occurs which eliminates the pitch, roll,
or yaw contribution from either computer. If at least one engage
switch is in the "engaged" position, the advisory light can be R
extinguished by pressing the test switch on the control panel.

Reengagement After a Failure

23. If a failure occurs during flight, the affected channel can

be reengaged according to the procedure of table 3.

Table 3. Procedure for Reengagement After a Failure

Action Normal Indication

1. Momentarily press SCAS Both engage switches are in off

release switch on cyclic position. SCAS advisory light
grip is illuminated. One or more

annunciators on SCAS control
panel are illuminated.

2. Momentarily press test Illuminated SCAS annunciators D-
switch on SCAS control extinguish momentarily, and then
panel pitch, roll, yaw 1, and yaw 2

annunciators illuminate for
3 seconds. At the end of the
3 second period, pitch, roll,
yaw 1, and yaw 2 extinguish, 0
and the FAIL light illuminates.

3. Engage pitch/roll and yaw Both engage switches remain in
the "engaged" pos' tion. The . "
SCAS advisory light extinguishes.

4I
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APPENDIX C. INSTRUMENTATION

GENERAL

I. The test instrumentation was installed, calibrated and main-

tained by Bell Helicopter Textron (BHT). Data was obtained from

ralibrated instrumentation and was recorded on magnetic tape

and/or displayed in the cockpit. The data acquisition system

consisted of various transducers, signal conditioning units, -

frequency multiplexing techniques, and a 1 inch, 14-track Inter-

Range Instrumentation Group intermediate band recorder. Various

specialized indicators displayed data to the pilot and engineer
on board the aircraft continuously during the flight. A flight
test boom (photo 1) was mounted on the nose of the aircraft with

the following equipment: swiveling pitot-static tube, sideslip

vane, angle-of-attack vane, and total temperature sensor.

2. Cockpit monitored parameters:

Pilots Panel (photo 2)

Airspeed (boom)

AI titude (boom)

Al titude (radar)*

Rate of climb*
Rotor speed (sensitive)

CC normal acceleration

Horizontal situation indicator*

Engine torque pressure (digital)
Main rotor flapping angle

Angle .of sideslip
Yaw rate

Left cyclic SCAS actuator position
Right cyclic SCAS actuator position
Directional SCAS actuator position
Event Switch

Copilots Panel (photo 3)

Gas producer speed (Ng)*
Tnrbine outlet temperature (TOT)*

Fuel quantity**
Airspoed**

Control positions
Longi tudinal

La te ra 1

Directional

Ship's system/not calibrated

** Ship's system/calibrated
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Photo 2. Pilot Instrument Panel
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Main rotor mast torque
Tail rotor mast torque
Ambient air temperature
Fuel used counter
Instriinentation con trols
Record counter

Center Console

Collective control position
SCAS hardover control (photo 4)

3. Parameters recorded on tape were as follows: (photo 5)

Ai rspeod (boom)
•Altitude (boom)
A t ti tudes

Pitch
Rol 1
Yaw

Ra tes
Pi tch
Ro l 1

Anl--,f-sideslip
AnI, le-,) f-a t tack
Con trol positions

Lo,,gi tudinal
La teral
Directional
Co l lec tive
Throttle

'-GAS actuator position
Left cyclic
Right cyclic
Di rectional

A(' elorometers (vibration)
Ce-ter of gravity

Longitudinal (FS 123.0, BL 0.0, WL 68.0)
Vertical (FS 123.0, BL 0.0, WL 68.0)

- jPilots seat support structure
Longitudinal (FS 63.0 BL 17.0, WL 21.0)
Lateral (FS 63.0, BL 17.0, WL 21.0)
Vertical (FS 65.0, BL 17.0, WL 21.0)

Copi lots seat support structure
Vertical (FS 64.0, BL -14.5, WL 21.0)

.n,iio torque pressure

.' r p!ed
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Photo 5. Magnetic Tape InstrUmentation System Installation
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Main rotor mast torque
Tail rotor mast torque S
Tailboom lateral bending at station 220
Tail rotor blade angle
Radar altimeter
Pilot event
Power turbine output speed - Np
Engine turbine outlet temperature (TOT) p

5
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APPENDIX D. TEST TECHNIQUES AND DATA
ANALYSIS METHODS

GENERAL

1. Conventional test techniques were used in both the performance

;ia:d handling qualities tests. Detailed descriptions of all test
techniques are contained in references 11 and 12, appendix A.
The Handling Qualities Rating Scale presented in figure 1 was
used to augment pilot comments relative to handling qualities and

the Vibration Rating Scale in figure 2 was used to augment the
pilot comments relative to vibration.

Aircraft Weight and Balance

2. The aircraft was weighed in the instrumented configuration
with full oil and all fuel drained (except trapped fuel) prior

to the start of the A&FC program. The initial weight of the
aircraft was 2375 pounds with the longitudinal center of gravity
(cg) located at FS 117.7. The fuel cell and cockpit fuel gauge
were also calilrated. The measured fuel capacity using the gra-
vit y fueling method was 71 gallons. The fuel weight for each
te ,t flight was determined prior to engine start by using the *

cockpit fuel gauge.

P.RFORMANCE

General

3. Helicopter performance was generalized through the use of
nondimensional coefficients as follows.

a. Coefficient of power (Cp):

SHP x 550C = ( I )_.-(.)

pA(.R)-

h. Coefficient of thrust (CT):

GW
CT= (2)

pA( R) 2

-li' - Engine ooi tpiit ;Ihaft horsepower
A Mati rotor dis" area = 966.5 ft 2
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=? Main rotor angular velocity (radians/sec)
R = Main rotor radius = 17.54 ft

GW= Gross weight (ib)

p = Ambient air density (lb-sec 2 /ft) -

At the normal operating rotor speed of 354 rpm, the following

may be used to calculate Cp and CT:

2R = 650.22

(2R) 2 = 422,788.28 3
(2R) 3  = 274,906,118.9

Shaft Horsepower Required

4. The engine output shaft torque was determined from the engine
manufacturer's torque system. The relationship of measured torque

pressure (psi) to engine output torque (ft-lb) was determined from
the engine manufacturer's engine calibration (green run sheet).
The output shp was determined from the engine output shaft torque
and rotational speed by the following equation:

27 x N x 0
SHP= (3)

33000

whe re:
p

Np = Engine output shaft rotational speed (rpm)
0 = Engine output shaft torque (ft-lb)
33000 = Conversion factor (ft-lb/min/SHP)

5. Figure 3 is presented to show that the measured sum of main

and tail rotor power versus the total engine power of the OH-58C
does not show any discontinuities. The power loss due to
transmission, gear boxes, and any other associated items was

approximately 6 percent of the engine power.

Hover

Hover Performance:

6. Hover performance was obtained out-of-ground effect (OGE) by

the free flight hover technique. All hover tests were conducted
in winds of less than 3 knots. Atmospheric pressure and tempera- t
ti:rn were recorded from the aircraft's cockpit instruments
'Ind wind conditions were recorded from the ground station. Free
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flight hover tests consisted of stabilizing the helicopter at the
desired skid height with reference to the radar altimeter. The
aircraft initial gross weight was established by maximum power
available. Weight was incrementally removed from the aircraft
until the minimum gross weight was obtained. All hover data
were reduced to nondimensional parameters of Cp and CT (equation I
and 2, respectively).

Tail Rotor Performance:

7. Tail rotor mast torque and directional control positions
were used to determine tail rotor horsepower and directional
control margins. Terms in equations 1 and 2 which apply to the
main rotor were replaced by tail rotor parameters for nondimen-
sionalized tail rotor performance. Since the test required two
tail rotors of different diameters, the nondimensional parameters
were reduced to dimensional parameters for comparing the test

results. Anti-torque system output shaft torque was measured at
the ouput shaft of the tail rotor gearbox. Tail rotor shaft
horsepower was determined from the following equation.

Np (TR)i.

(2Tr) ( -- ) )

2. 3525SHPTR (4)

33000

where:

QTR = Tail rotor ouput shaft torque (ft-lb)
2.3525 = Gear ratio of engine to tail rotor drive shaft

SHPTR x 550
CP = _(5)

PATR(OR) 3TR

THRUSTTR

CT
(6)

PATR (QR) 2 TR

where:

SHPTR = Tail rotor shaft horsepower

ATR = Tail rotor disc area = 20.97 ft 2 (standard tail rotor)
= 23.04 ft 2 (improved tail rotor)
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Thrust TR Tail rotor thrust (determined as outlined inIp.ira 8) at 100% tall rotor speed (2627 rpm)

QR = 710.67 standard tail rotor
OR = 745.06 improved tail rotor

8. The component of tail rotor thrust necessary for stabilized
hover was determined by making two assumptions. These assumptions
w,-r. necessary since tail rotor thrust could not be measured
directly during the evaluation. The first assumption was that all
directional moments to maintain stabilized hover were generated
by the anti-torque tail rotor. This assumption neglected any
directional moments generated by rotor downwash and recirculating
airflow over the fuselage, tail boom, and empennage. The second b
assumption was that the temperature of the air passing through
th(- tail rotor was riot influenced by the engine exhaust gas.
The restoring component of tail rotor thrust was determined from
the following equation.

QMR
Tb rus tTR = (6)

mihe re:

QM:= Main rotor shaft torque (ft-lb)
T= Perpendicular distance between center line of main rotor

end tail rotor shafts 19.55 ft

HANDLING QUALITIES

Genera l

9. Coi,,entional test techniques were used in the evaluation.
l)- . ,ii h'd descriptions of all test techniques are contalI l in
refrence 11, appendix A.

'",NTROI, SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS

I'). These tests were cmiducted on the ground with hydraulic and
,Iectrical power provided by ground power units. A hand-held
t)rce gauge was used to measure the force required to move the
c'rllc control in incremental displacements to the limits of
tr;vel in four directions. Hysteresis was checked by taking
m(-iirme, its In the increasing and decreasing force directions.
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The force gauge was also used to measure the force required to
move the directional and the collective controls in incremental
displacements to the limits of travel in both directions.

CONTROL POSITIONS IN TRIMMED FORWARD FLIGHT

11. These tests were accomplished by establishing a trim condition
(airspeed/power combination) with zero control forces at each
airspeed.

STATIC LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL STABILITY

12. These tests were accomplished by trimming the aircraft in
coordinated flight at the desired conditions. With collective P
control fixed, the aircraft was then stabilized at incremental
sideslip angles up to limit sideslip on both sides of trim while
maintaining steady heading at the trimmed airspeed.

MANEUVERING STABILITY

13. The variation of longitudinal control position and force with
normal acceleration were determined during steady turns, symmet-
rical pull-ups and push-overs. Each test consisted of incremen-
tally increasing normal acceleration (load factor) while holding -

collective position constant. Steady turns, in both directions,
were accomplished by stabilizing and trimming in level unacceler-
ated flight at the desired test airspeed. Load factor was in-
creased to the maximum allowable by incrementally increasing bank
angle. Zero sideslip, constant airspeed, and fixed collective
were maintained during the turn. Rotor speed was not adjusted
during the turn except to maintain the rotor speed within the
power on limit. Data were gathered within 1000 feet of the
specified test altitude.

Load factor was determined by the equation

n 1

cos "

where 6 = angle of bank (deg)

14. The symmetrical pull-up tests were performed by establishing a
level unaccelerated flight condition at the target trim airspeed.
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.l AI control forces were trimmed to zero. Without changIng the

trim colle.ctive position and rotor speed, the longitudinal contrrl
was rapidly displaced aft against a control fixture until the
desired normal acceleration was obtained.

Load factor was determined by the equation

V
n Q + 1

g!

where V = aircraft velocity (ft/sec)

Q = aircraft pitch rate (radians/sec)
g = acceleration of gravity 32.1735 ft/sec

2

15. The symmetrical push-over tests were performed by estahLishing
a level unaccelerated flight condition. All control forces were
trimmed to zero. While maintaining the trim collective position
,.I rotor speed, the longitudinal control was rapidly displaced
forward against a control fixture until the desired normal
.. iceleration was obtained. The pull-up and push-over tests were
coitinnued for increasing step inputs until the desired normal
i." eleration range was reached.

DYNA IIC STABILITY

16. These tests consisted of evaluating both the short-term and
long-t,,rm responses of the aircraft. The tests were performed
with the stability augmentation system activated. Short-term
testing was accomplished by forward and aft longitudinal control
pulse inputs. The pulse input was obtained by rapidly displacing
the control approximately I inch, holding for 0.5 second, then
rapidly returning to the trim position and holding until aircraft
motions were damped. All other controls other than the input
control remained fixed during the test. Long-term longitudinal
characteristics were evaluated by displacing the aircraft from
the trim airspeed approximately 10 knots. Starting at airspeeds
both slower and faster than the trim airspeed were accomplished.
The slower airspeed start technique consisted of reducing airspeed
below the trim value using cyclic control, then returning the
cyclic control to its original trim position using a control
fixture and observing the resulting aircraft response. The
faster airspeed start technique was similar except that airspeed
was increased above the original trim value.
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CONTROLLABILITY

17. The tests were accomplished by applying longitudinal, lateral
and directional step Inputs of up to at least I inch in both
directions. The step input was made by rapidly displacing the
control from trim, against a control fixture. The input was
rigidly held until a steady rate was obtained or recovery was
necessary. A build-up of increasing step displacement was con-
ducted. All controls other than the input control remained
fixed. In forward flight the inputs were initiated during un-
accelerated zero sideslip level flight. The hover tests were
conducted in winds of 5 knots or less at a skid height of
50 feet. The sideward flight tests were conducted in winds of
5 knots or less at a skid height of 10 feet.

LOW-SPEED FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS

18. Testing was accomplished using the ground pace vehicle method
in winds of 5 knots or less. Tests were flown in 5 knot increments
from a hover to 40 knots forward and right sideward and 35 knots
left sideward and rearward unless limited by adverse performance
or degraded handling qualities. All tests were conducted by
stabilizing at a skid height of 10 feet. The pace vehicle then
established the desired speed using a calibrated fifth wheel or
speedometer for a reference ground speed. The test aircraft was
flown In formation with the pace vehicle utilizing the ground and
the aircraft horizontal situation indicator for heading stabili-
zation. Data were recorded when the relative motion between the

__ __ __ __ __.4|

aircraft and pace vehicle was zero and the radar altimeter Indi-
cated no vertical displacement from the desired skid height.

i' I

SIMULATED ENGINE FAILURE

19. These tests were conducted by first stabilizing the aircraft
at the desired trim flight condition and then simulating engine
failure by rapidly reducing the throttle to engine idle. Controls
were held fixed for 2 seconds after the power reduction or until
the recovery was necessary. The aircraft was then stabilized in

-J17ooaina ecn. Thee tests were acoodplised wit apliglniuialtea -

stiiy heldmuntaion sty at on a of. e rreoeyws +~'
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APPENDIX E. TEST DATA

INDEX

Figure Figure No.

Hover Performance I through 4
Control System Characteristics 5 through It
Trim Control Position 12 through 14
Directional Trimmahilitv 15
Static Lateral-Directional Stability 16 through 21

Maneuvering Stability 22

Dynamic Stability 23 through 26
Controllability 27 through 38

Low Speed Flight 39 through 79
Simulated Sudden Engine Failures 80 through 85
Simtlated SCAS Failures 86 through 95
Vibration Characteristics 96 through 101
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FIGURE I
HOVER PERFORMANCE

OP-58C USA S/N 68-16850-
SKID HEIGHT - 50 FEET

AVG AVG
RO-iOR DENSITY AVG TAIL ROTOR

SPED ATITDE OAT CONFIGURATION,
SYMBOL (RPM) (FT) (Q C)

o 346.0 8400 10.5 STANDARD TAIL ROTOR
O 354.0 8450 1110 STANDARD TAIL ROTOR

11359,0 8450 11.0 STANDARD TAIL ROTOR
0 '147.0 8780 14.5 IIMPROVED TAIL ROTOR
a 354,0 8840 15.0 IMPROVED TAIL ROTOR
A 358.'0 8840 15.0 IMPROVED TAIL ROTOR

NOrUS: 1. SKID HEIGHT DETERMINED PY RADAR ALTIP1qTER
2. WIND$ LESS THAN 3 KNOTS'
3. FREE FLIGHT H4OVER TECHNIQUE

40

r-36 J

L&.. 3

* ~ 28

.L124 ~

201--
30 34 38 42 46 . 0

THRUST COEFFICIEliT x 104-
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FIGURE 5
LONGITUDINAL CONTROL SYSTEM CHARACTEAISTZCS

0$-S8C- USA S/N 841'68S0

r NOTES: A. ]ROT1RS.STATIt.---------
.2. FORCES AND) POSITIONS MEASURED AT CENTER:OF GRIP.
3, H1YDRAULIC AND ELECTRICAL POWER PRQVXDED BY

GiuROU -POWER UNITS.
4. BOOST $Y$TEM ON..
5., $CAS.ON.

6TOTAL LONGITUDINAL CONTROL TRAVEL -,f. IN
7. AL COTROL POSITION 4.8 TNCKSFRM-

8.FORCE TRIM ON, ADJUSTABLE CYCLTC FRICTION OFF. '

AVERAGE FRICTION SAND]
(NEATRIM),

I AVERAGE FORCE GitADIENT .. ,.
FWD 0. L8/IN 4
AF'T 1.1t LB/IN

IeTRI" CONTROL 4 __CE N

8 BANE r17

4-

BREAKOUT INCLUDING
F 2- FRICTION- --- --- -----

SR OtyII

*~~0 (INHE FRM UL FD
44,

- I-
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* .J.... 1.*~*FIGURE 6
AtOA CONTROL ISYSTEM CHARACTERS I'cS!... .7 ~ -O -- U LSA Sl -1"06

44OT~S-A.: ROTOS-STATIC. ESROA NT'OFORCCS.AND POSITIONS: A&T O PRZP..
2. FANE~ELETRICAL, P0% ~OVDDB

g_-- ROUND, POWER UNITS. -

4. BOOST SYSTEM ON.* I...5. SCAS.ON. .

8,TTAL LATERAL CONTROL TRAVE -IS 1sIMLCiS
7. !ONG.TTUDINAL CONTROL POSITION 5 j 1NCtIE PROMI
8. RC TRIM Oh, Ai)JU6TA8_LE CYCLIO- FRICTibN* OFF

VEN AOE IOCFLACAD~NT

--- - R-A-OT I-06LUDING
LBH RI7GH /I

.. 1 ~ RAKU INCLUDINGICLUIN
2- FRICTIONQ

6.8 LS XG

(INCHES FROM FULL LEFT)
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FIGURE]7
DIRECTIONAL CONTROL SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS

OH-SSC USA S/N 68-1ees0

NOTtSi J_ ROT0AS STATIC.
2. HYDRAULIC AND ELECTRICAL POWER PROVIDED BY

qROUND POWER UNITS.
a.--BOOST SYSTEM ON.
4.$CAS ON.

S. TOTAL DIRECTIONAL CONTROL TRAVEL -6.8 INCHES.
8. SOLID SYMBOL DENOTES START POINT

BREAKOUT INCLUDING
LEFT - 4.2 LB

RIGH -43 LBAVERAGE FRICTION SAWD
(NEAR :TRIM)
LEFT -8.4LB
RIGHT 8.2 LB

2-i

2-

3-,

4-

8.0 1.0 2.0 3.8 4.0 5,0 8.a
LEFT DIRECTIONAL CONTROL POSITION RiGHT,

(INCHES FROM FULL LEFT)'
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FIGURE 15
DIRECTIONAL TRIMNABILITY

OH-S8C USA S/N 68-16850

AVERAGE AVG CC TRIN TRIM TRIN
GROSS LOCATION DENSITY AVG ROTOR CALIBRATED TRIM S

WEIGHT LONG LAT ALTITUDE OAT SPEED AIRSPEED FLIGHT
(LB) (FS) (BL) (FT) ('C) (UN) (KCAS) CONDITION

3100 111.8 (AFT) 0.3 RT 6800 19.0 353 89 LEVEL

NOrES: 1. SCAS ON

2. IMPROVED TAIL ROTOR

LEFT CYCLIC

-2s. 0 ---

f_ _ RGTOLL IC

Io o .. ... , YAW I -

. :.! .. .-

I ; I I i" - -

-50.00 V--- i ~ _ _

! *--ROLL S :

TPITCH

,/,AW-YAm
m--- - -- - -- --OLLLEYV

0.--. ~...-LATERAL

LONGITUDINAL

- .. 2.. --.- , 0.3 c0 60.00 70.0c 90.00

1,E OENFS'
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STATIC LATERAL ltR 'o ':.T~~
-, OH-58C A

A.VG -AVG CG - ROTO CAIBRATEDGOS LOCATION D.Th$? ROTR ALMAED
WISHNT LONG LAT S tuL PEED 'AIRSPEOp

(L) (FS) (90 <.') ~;i.C (RPM>~ Cir
*2088 111 . CAFT) 0. 4 RY k'- 2~ 5 383

NO,! 7 .&: AUIfo9!OTATION

R 4~~ YMSOLS DENOTE TOWK
-. E')TAIL ROTOR

I-

4----*

4 34

TOTAL LATERAL ia.15.4NCHEI

a TOTAL DIRECTY. YR ~ Ati. 5.8 INCHES

*- le -io -20 3
LT. AINGLE 0: c RT



11.:.. .1 ~TATE. EOVLDIREtTIONAL STAB ILITY-

jwAVGi AVG -AVG
2~ATIQN DENSIT OAT RTOO CALXTBRA7tED
Lo LAT'ATTD SPEED AIRSPEED

(C.10 7. > 0 CT) CDEO C3 (RPM) CKTrs)
-1 k}6A 'T> 9.4 frr !80 26.0 349 40

.1 vNOTES: t. LEVEL FLIGHT
2. SCAS ON

7<I3. SHADED SYMBOLS DENOTE TRIM.. 4. IMPROVED TAIL ROTOR

ZOA OGIUIA CNTO TRAVL 11.8 INCHES

raCAN L TR~AVEL -10. 6 INCHES

k4 C TRO

4.

2 1Up4 U&I.I.LWEAL ONTIX. RAVE * .6 ICHE
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FIGURE 2?
MANEUVERING STA8ILITY
OH-SOC USA S/N4 a8-I OBSO

AVG AVG CG AVG AVG AVG AVG
GROS$ LOCATION DENSITY OAT ROTOR CALIBRATED

WEIGH4T LONG LA? ALTITUDE SPEED AIRSPEED'
(LB) CFS) CBL) LT CFT) CDEG C) CRPM3 CKCAS)
2900 III.8(AFT) 8.4 LT 580 27. 354 GO

NOTES: I. SCAS ON
2. IMPROVED TAIL ROTOR

0 LEFT STEADY TURN
0 RIGHT STEADY TURN.

MPULL UP
A PUSH OVER

2.8-

0 
100.

0* . . 14IeIp

CG NORMAL ACCELERATION (0)
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FIGURE 23
GUST RESPONSE IN LIGHT TURBULEN4CE

ON-3SC USA S/v 68-1650

AVEhR AVG CC TRIM4 TRIM TRIN
GROSS LOCATION DENSITY AVG ROTOR CALIBRATED TRIM

WIGHIT LONUG LAT ALTITUDE OAT SPEED AIRSPEED FLIGHT .-

(13) (FS) (3L) (Fr) (*C) (aIN) (KCAS) CONDITION. ..-

3050 111.8 (APT) 0.3 RT 2630 23.0 353 t0 LEVEL

EMS: I. SCAS Off

I. 11mrsomi TAIL 1OTOR.

25.00--- -- - -
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FIGURE 25
LONGITUDINAL LONG TERM RESPONSE

O-58C USA SIN 68-16850

AVERAGE AVG CG TRIM TRIM TRIM

GROSS LOCATION DENSITY AVG ROTOR CALIBRATED TRIM
EIGT LON LAT ALTITUDE OAT SPEED AIRSPEED FLIGHT
(LB) (IS) (SL) (PT) (C) (RPM) (AS) CONDITION

2920 111.8 (AFT) 0.3 RT 6000 19.0 354 60 335 SliP
CLIMB

NOTES: 1. SCAS OFF
2. IMPROVED TAIL ROTOR

25.00 ,------- -

, o '" t .I............. . ......... ...... ...- RIGHT CYCLIC, DIRECTIONAL S

15.00 j.r -

..000-- i '" ." 'i ' " '''::'
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+ 4000
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vOl 58C USA s/N eW1 I

AVG AVG C AVG 4"i AVS ' j~ TRZNl
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I. 2G -TA 17K If- 1
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48- ----
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FIGURE 39

LOW SPEED FLIGHT 90 DEGREE AZI HUTH
OH-58C USA SIN 68-16850 .

AVERAGE AVG CO TRIM TRIM
GROSS LOCATION DENSITY AVG ROTOR TRUE

WRIGIT LONG LAT ALTITUDE OAT SPEED AIRSPEED
(ME) (PS) (BL) (r) (C) (RPM) (KrAS)

3020 106.1 (FWD) 0.4 iT 11.200 3.0 356 24.2

NOTES: 1. SCAS ON P
2. IMPROVED TAIL ROTOR
3. 10 POOT SKID BEIGHT

a -. .Jr- LEFT CYCLIC

S 0000
- SE- 000 " +- +. - + + - " ___ " -'"+ -. ITCH -.-+ . -.

.... . f ,ZT -ROLL--"""-2s.00

o-S...--

5.000,
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0.000 R A'.-

5 000

10.00 ----

j-140IGITUDIRAL

T + -+ ....... ..- +,......... ++-1 ......... ......... ......... ---- ...................... :- .8000 j- : - ,AER ........................ _ __
0~0 oo".-OLLECTIVE

-------------------- - -------

;+. ooo ff IRECTIONIAL""-"""

0.03C
0.00 5.00 JO 00 35.00 20.00 25.00 30.0c 35.00 40.0V&

TIME ISECON051
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LOW SPEE FIrISO 10 AZOST
011-54C UISA 9IE W6150

-AVXEE& AVG CC ImI TRIM
GROS MOIG MMII AVG m

MOOST LOG LA? ALSITUfh CAT arm ABSID
(LB) (p5) (3L) (FT) VC) (Rpm) (Uam)
3010 106.1 (NOD) 0.4 1?T 11.150 11.0 35? 25.0

SlIE: 1. SW0450
2. MouWDI TALL USOSII3. 1000 SMKID MIU?

0I 000LI lI!

i; . DiSUTIalm '

0.000 m

0.000

- - -- - -- L

0.000
0.00 5.00 10.00 15.00 zoo 25.00 30.00 3S.00 40.00

TIME IIECONIJS)
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FIGURE 41
Low SPIR FLimH 225 DEGREE AZIMUTH

OH-58C USA S/9 68-1650

AVERAGE AVG CC TRIf TRIM
GRo" LOCATION DENSITY AVG ROTOR 1103

WRIGHT LOWC LAY ALTIIIUS OAT SPUD AIRSPED
(LA) (PS) (BL) (PT) VC) (Ram) WHAS)

3010 106.1 (PHD) 0.4 El 11,300 14.5 356 25.0

NOTES: 1. WSCA 0S
2. IMPROVE TAIL VOTOR.
3. 10 FOOT SKID BRudY

~~ 17 -DIRZCTIOHAL LI 7
Ell R LE T CYCLIC

j5 0. 000 - _ __

15000 ~~I2

A.1

1.000

0.00 .~...

PtTO
7-.00 yAl It

5I.00

10.00

-1.00

6.000

2.000 --o

X.DISECTIONAL

0.00 5.00 10.00 1S.00 ?0.03 ?%.0^ SO' or 1.0c 0.00

TIME ISECO'4OS)
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OWSEEDFLXGHT 9B DES. A21TK1I~~~ I O~5C /N- 8-two1
VAV9G' AVG CS VG AVA!

LOCATXON DE :-.A :;.,ROT 1
890 ce > b~EG C)_!-Kl 1

* NoTE~i . 1,T U PT 6 7

SIJDENOTES AAIU T R c0 CU

h 4 I.PING2

3. PROVED&TAt.RTO- j

tDATA NOY, AVAILA"LE -

.. ... ...

3 TOTAL DIRECTIONAL CONTR'4EL .1

2 4

- -TOTAL LATERAL CONTROL TRAVE . -N9

I Lt

4 -J
TOA LOGTUIA -OTO L IT~vE .1 a

~'LEFT TRUE AIRSPEED (KNTS) - -i-
I ~ : A4IU4HO
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FIGURE 53

Ott-seC USA amt 08-foess6

L r rLmT DENSITY Q
o LAT ALT1TUDE SP

L (lED 0. R (FT-) (D(Rr4) I

NOTES :1. DNOEmxu CONTROL E, V
URX SECONDDATARE
..IPOVEL1 TAIt. ROTOR ~ T~~-~-~

OOT LL4TWIVN COTROL TRAVEL $jaiK

TOT~AL DNCITONAL CNTRL TRAVL 4 It 1k

.-t I's to
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I FIGURE54
KLOW SPEED FLIGHTr128*DEG AZIMUTH

AV C AG AV$L2 C~R~-- GO3 i-LOATON DENIT SEON A A 140OR T-

'ON 2.T ALTITUE. TPE OQR
FS) 00 (T 0E.>i

NOTES 11 1OA DXEOTE$ MAXIMtL TCAVET EX52. LjCAS11

A TOTAL4.~TV C~NTRL TRVL 1S. NS

1 ALLATERAL COTO I

J

I.Is-

-TRUE AIRSPEED (IGIOTS)
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FIGURE 56
LOW SPEED FLIGHT 180 DEG. AZIMUTH

OM-58C USA S/N 88-18850
AVG AVG CG AVG AVG AV13 SIDrGROSS LOCATION -DENSITY OAT -ROTOR HEIGHT

WEIGHT LONG LAT ALTITUDE SPEED
CLB) (FS) CBL) (iFT) (DEG C) CRPM) (iT)
3040 t08.2CFJD) 0.4 RT 11099 2.4 SS1 to

NOTES: 1. 1 DENOTES MAXIMUM CONTROL EXCURSION,--_
DURING 20 SECOND, DATA RECORD

2. SCAS ON
s- 3. IMPROVED TAIL RO'TOR

S TOTAL COLLECTIVE CONTROL TRAVEL 1.10.10 INCHES

41
3] TOTAL DIRECTIONAL CONTROL. TRAVE L - 5.6 INCHES

2 Z.

4TOTAL LATERAL CONTROL TRAVEL -;10. INCHES'

TOTAL LONGITUDINAL CONTROL TRAVEL WeII INCHES
~12-

* fl-

10

FORWARD TRUE AIRSPEED (KNOTS) REAR~WARD
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LOUI SMPEEDI ILG 2$DG .?1

'AVG; AVG~L AVYA
;"$S L(JCATrO - DENSf- ROT'? K

LONG LAT W!R
07' F.) 00 (FT) '09GC)I C(FT

0608 t .t(PD) 0. 4,RT 1105Ga Z. 34 t

$E DATA' CORD

Z WOVD, TAZI. RO!TOR.

TOTA . COLLEdrIVt CONTROL. TRV14-ss ,cs
I - I I

21 r

K OTA LATER4L ;TAVE. j.

'41 TOTAL LONGIJUDINAt. CONT OL TRA VEL I~ I a INCHEt

TRUE AIRSPEED (KNOTS)'I
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FIUR 58
LOW SPED FLISHT -22S DEG AZIMUTIH

f-MS USA V/I 060
A0AGAVG AV AV SKID
S3 LOCATION DENSITY 40AT - OTO EIT

WEGN LONG LAY ALTITUDE ED
8) FS); CBS.) (FT) <DEG:C> (Kl CFT)

20 S lO.tCF WD) 0.4 RT 12 90 15.5S 359 - -t
NOTES, 1. 1DENOTE MAXIMUMCONTROL E)XCUR$ION:

DUIN 2CA SECOND DAARECORD -

13. - MPRQ -VED TAIL- ROTOR -

.44 b

TOTAL COLLECTIVE CONTR~OL TRAVEL *10.91'MNE4

J-~ TOTAL DIRECTIONAL C )NMRL _TAtA'V 55!ICE

212

TOTAL A:gL'NL TOE

TOTAL LONGITUDINAL cNA TRAVEL -0 i118 iNCHE

*TRUE AIRSPEED (KNOTS),

925 DEG. AZIMO~H
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FIGURE 61
LOW SPEED FLIGHT ZERO DEG. A I4UTH

OH-58C USA S/N 88-1$85G.K
AVG AVG CS AVG AV( AVO SK I

GROSS LOCATION DENSITY OAT ROTOR: WHEIwo
iEGT tN LAT ;ALTITUDE 'SPEED .!1'

cLB) (S) C81.) (FT), (t)EV C) (Pt9) (FT)
SON6 166.S(PVD) 0.3 LT t11408 13S 10 54 1-6

IdT~ I. ~~NTES E#

S0 3

0 Is

7- TTLLi
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F IGURE so

SIMULATED SUDOEN ENGINE FAILURE
ON-56C USA S/N 68-16850
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FIGURE 63
SIMULATED SUDDEN ENGINE FAILURE

HN-5U USA UN68-16850
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FIGURE 85

SIMULATED SUDDEN ENGINE FAILURE
01-5RC USA S/N 68-16850
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FIGUREE 81

SI. .ATE SCAS FAILURE
O-ECU.A SIN 68-16850
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FIGURE 89
SIMULATED SCAS FAILURE
ON1-58C USA S/N 68-16850

AVERAGE AVG CG TRIM TRIM TRIM
GROSS LOCATION DENSITY AVG ROTOR CALIRRATED TRIM

WEIGHT LIONG LAY ALTITUDE OAT SPEED AIRSPEED FLIGHT
(LB) (PS) (BL) (PT) (*C) (RPM) WEAS) CONDITION
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FICOUS 90
SIMULATED SCAS FAILUSS

011-58C USA S/S 68-14050
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FIGURE 92
SIMULATED SCAB PAILORLS
06-56C USA SIN 68-1SO
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FIGURE 93
SIMULATED SCAS FAILURE
OH-58C USA S/N 68-16850
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vIGst 93
SIMULATED WCAS FAILURE

0in-5C USA Sit 08-16850
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